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Abstract
It is argued here that President Jimmy Carter’s role as facilitator, partner, and
mediator in the Camp David peace process between Israel and Egypt was based upon his
own ideas about what might be done. And these ideas were largely rooted his profound
personal religious convictions.
To illustrate the utility of religious faith for the purpose of peacemaking, this paper
examines President Carter’s use of and appeal to religious faith in three major ways.
First, Carter’s motivation for peace in the Middle East is explored. Like most other
evangelicals, President Carter saw the region through a religious lens. For him, it was
“the Holy Land,” a place of profound significance because of what happened and for
what is prophesied to happen there. Carter’s faith-based interest and preoccupation with
Israel and the wider region explains his direct involvement in the peace process, his
decision to make Middle East peace a cornerstone of his foreign policy agenda, and his
willingness as president to take risks—risks that his advisors feared would jeopardize his
political standing and reelection prospects.
Second, Carter believed that politicians of sincere Christian faith were under
Biblical command to pursue peace. In his speeches and writings on the Middle East,
Carter often invoked biblical images of peace; he cited both the Hebrew Scriptures and
the Christian New Testament. This section explores and documents the religious
justifications Carter cited in his pursuit of Middle East peace.
Third, to accomplish the task of peace, it is argued that Carter’s faith and reading
of the Bible provided him with an appreciation for “the Other,” the diversity within the
Western faith traditions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. His reading of the Bible, for
instance, particularly narratives surrounding the life of Abraham and his sons Ishmael and
Isaac, provided him a means of “crossing boundaries,” reaching out to both Jews and
Muslims, and forging interfaith dialogue, especially with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat.
In this issue area, future presidents could learn from Carter’s example.

“I will do everything in power to make our nation an agent of peace in the Middle
East;
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a just and lasting peace that will be in keeping with the teaching of Scripture.”

---Jimmy Carter

It is often said that Carter’s greatest accomplishment as president was his
mediation of the 1978-1979 Camp David peace accords between two old enemies, Israel
and Egypt.2 It was characterized at the time as the first such peace agreement between
these two old nations in “some 3,000 years.”3 Camp David, as Jack Germond and Jules
Witcover explained, was a rare case of where presidential “words and good intentions”
became a reality in “a remarkable achievement for peace.”4 “Camp David,” wrote Burton
Kaufman, “was hailed throughout the world as a monumental diplomatic
accomplishment,” a “personal triumph” for Carter and it was “his administration’s
crowning achievement.”5
Democratic and Republican presidents, too, have acknowledged and praised
Carter’s Middle East diplomatic success. In the coming years, President Ronald Reagan
said he “hoped to build on the peace process in the Middle East that had been started by
Jimmy Carter at Camp David.”6 While he praised George H.W. Bush for merely starting
talks in the Middle East in the early 1990s and generically acknowledged Gerald Ford’s
steady and “wise leadership” in the mid-1970s, President Bill Clinton described Carter’s
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Mideast peace efforts as having made a tangible contribution. In fact, despite the
personal animus between them, Clinton called Carter’s work a “miracle,” and claimed that
it was the foundation for the 1994 Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty.7
Richard Nixon described the 1978-1979 Israeli-Egyptian peace agreements as “one
of the greatest American diplomatic achievements of the postwar [World War II] period,”
and he strongly recommended that future presidents follow Carter’s example.8 Even
foreign observers noted the importance of Carter’s Mideast work. An advisor to British
Prime Minister James Callaghan said the Camp David Accords represented “a great effort
of personal diplomacy on the part of Jimmy Carter and one which will, I think, be seen
as the high point of his Presidency.”9
But what was the Carter example? What was Carter’s peacemaking model that
Nixon believed could perhaps be emulated by future presidents? To begin answering
these questions, the following illustration may help.
In reflecting upon the Middle East in his memoirs, President Ronald Reagan
observed that religion was a source of violence. In contrast, his predecessor, Jimmy
Carter, was convinced that religion was a vital source of peacemaking and peacebuilding.
Reagan often feared that events in the region could spiral out of control at any moment
and lead to the fateful day of Armageddon foretold in the Bible. Carter, however, saw a
region with a potential for peace, a place not so much where the next world war would
break out, but a place where swords could finally be converted into plowshares and the
7
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children of Abraham, Jews and Arabs, Jews and Muslims, could live peaceably side-byside. Confounding the conventional wisdom of these two presidencies, here was an
instance in which the usually optimistic Reagan was perhaps more fatalistic, resigned to
the inevitability of Mideast war and ongoing faith-inspired conflict. And it was Carter
rather than Reagan who was the optimist, the visionary, and the president who was
convinced that Middle East peace was the future foretold in the Bible.
It is argued here that Carter’s role as facilitator, partner, and mediator in the Camp
David peace process was largely driven by profound religious convictions. This was an
instance where the faith of religious-styled president “moved mountains.” While security
and strategic concerns certainly were important and his position as president of the
United States did set perimeters for action, Carter was motivated by a deeply held
religious belief that it was his moral and biblical obligation to pursue not just peace, but
peace in the Holy Land: “That is my prayer.”10 It is additionally argued here that Carter’s
religious faith and inclusive reading of the Bible provided him with an appreciation for
“the Other” and means of “crossing boundaries” to include Jews, Christians, and Muslims
in his vision of Middle East peace. Though he shares with Christian Zionists the belief
that the Jewish people are a chosen people and blessed by God and that the modern
state of Israel fulfills in some way Bible prophecy, Carter also views Muslims as coreligionists, joint heirs of God’s promises, and also blessed by God. Such a reading of
Scripture aided Carter in his quest for peace and forging interfaith dialogue, especially
with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat. In this issue area and in the constructive use of
religious faith, future presidents could learn from Carter’s example.
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“I Had My Own Ideas” for Middle East Peace
I’ve moved into areas that have been avoided for a long time in the past.
I’m not criticizing my predecessors. But the Egyptians and the Israelis have
been at war for 30 years. They’ve been filled with hatred for centuries. And
to see now Sadat and Begin sitting down, working out a peace agreement
between them, because of action that we took in this country, is gratifying,
11
indeed.
It is often argued that Carter failed to articulate a broad political vision for his
presidency. It is one of the lasting impressions of his four years. He promised too much
and took on many issues that were unrelated to a cohesive and coherent program.
However, this argument cannot be said of his views of the Middle East. But he had a
vision, a vision in no small part inspired and informed by his reading of the Bible. And
the success at Camp David proved to Carter that the application of religious principles
“can be significant for peacemaking,” especially in the Middle East.12
As president, Jimmy Carter was under no illusion that peace in the Middle East
would be easy. He recognized that no instant solution was available.13 As president, in
May 1977, he said, “I don’t want to mislead anyone. The chances for Middle Eastern
peace are still very much in doubt. We have a long way to go.”14 In August 1977, he
said that when it came to the search for peace in the Middle East, “no one can expect
miracles.”15 Later in October, he said, “This is one of the most complicated international
questions which has ever been addressed, I guess, in the history of human beings.”16
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Three years later, during his reelection campaign, Carter said, “In the real world we know
that we cannot expect miracles on the Middle East peace negotiations. The issues are too
emotional. The difficulties are too great. The obstacles sometimes appear to be
insurmountable.”17 Carter, nevertheless, believed that peace must still be pursued.
On the campaign trail in 1976, Carter asserted, “Peace in the Middle East is not an
impossible dream.”18 In an August 1977 interview, he said, “We may or may not be
successful, but we’re going to continue to try in a very determined and tenacious way.”19
In spite of the daunting task and the seemingly interminable nature of the conflict, Carter
said two weeks later, “We’re not going to slacken our effort.”20 In fact, he boldly stated,
“I intend not to fail.”21
Stubbornly, President Carter ignored, wrote Fred Greenstein, “the near-unanimous
advice of his aides not to put his prestige on the line for such a high risk cause.”22 Given
the risks to a president’s domestic and international reputation and to the prospects of
reelection, Carter understood why “Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Ford
had apparently tried to avoid any active involvement in Middle East disputes” and
showed “restraint.”23 However, with caution, but with his usual confident determination
and stubbornness to touch what he politically probably should not, his often disregard for
sound calls for pragmatism, and his repeated claim that he could prophetically foresee
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what others could not, Carter wanted to try his hand at brokering Middle East peace. “I
had my own ideas about what might be done.”24
[T]old by almost every adviser to stay out of the Middle East situation. It
seemed that all the proposed solutions had already been tried and failed.
However, I could see growing threats to the United States in the Middle East,
and was willing to make another try—perhaps overly confident that I could
25
now find answers that had eluded so many others.
Carter’s Religious Vision of Middle East Peace
Ever since losing his race for Georgia governor in 1966, religion became for Carter
26

“the driving force” in his political and personal life.

Carter was a born-again evangelical

Christian who pledged as president to pursue policies that he believed were compatible
with his understanding of the Christian faith. In fact, in addition to being from the South
and being a Washington outsider, Carter argued that his faith made him a different kind
of president, providing him with “a different way of governing.”27
Of all the faith-based or inspired policies he advocated, Carter’s search for peace
between Israel and her Arab neighbors, particularly Egypt, was perhaps the clearest
example. Though he clearly recognized that peace in the Middle East would serve U.S.
interests in the region, Jimmy Carter believed that working for peace in the Middle East
was not only good and practical policy, it was more importantly “sacred work,” a “sacred
task,” and a “sacred cause.”28 Finding peace between the Israelis and the Arabs, Carter
24
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said, was rooted in “a religious commitment,” rooted in the basic fact that he worships
“the Prince of Peace, not war.”29
Though Greenstein did not fully explore Carter’s motivation to pursue this highrisk adventure that had bedeviled previous administrations, he rightly notes that Carter
was “spurred by the knowledge that it was the Holy Land in which he was seeking
peace.”30 Others have identified Carter’s faith as the fundamental source of his motivation
as well.31
Those that knew Carter best or worked closely with him affirm this. For instance,
one Carter assistant, Peter Bourne, said that Carter had long had an abiding interest in the
Middle East region. According to Bourne, the source of this “passionate affinity” was
“Carter’s religious beliefs and especially his deep knowledge of the Bible made the
Middle East a region of unique consequence and interest to him.”32 Bourne added that
Jimmy Carter was baptized by Royall Callaway, a minister who “held more fundamentalist
views than his predecessors” at Plains Baptist Church and who “was a pre-millennialist
who preached that the Jews would soon reclaim Palestine and that Christ’s return to earth
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was imminent.”33 He also claimed that Carter’s high religiosity likely influenced his
preoccupation with the Middle East:
Through his study of the Bible and his regular attendance at Sunday school,
Jimmy acquired a broad familiarity with the Holy Land. By the time he was
ten years old, he had a greater knowledge about Palestine than he did the rest
of America. It seemed a fascinating, exotic place associated with an aura of
34
deep religious reverence.
Jim Wright, the Democratic Majority Leader at the time, agreed. He said President Carter
enthusiastically engaged the issue because he had a “lifelong interest in the region,
stemming from his study of the Bible.”35
Within his first 100 days in office, President Jimmy Carter stated that in matters of
foreign policy he wanted his country to establish and follow “a standard of morality.”36
He believed, “If we insist that the golden rule be applied in all public matters,” at home
and abroad, “then potential inequities can be prevented, and wrongs can be righted.”
For Carter, establishing and maintaining “such a government is the proper purpose of
public service.”37
Carter believes that working for “peace is everyone’s job” and responsibility.38 For
his part, as president, Carter “pledged to work tirelessly for peace.”39 He said that the
pursuit of peace was his “passion”40 He even described it as a “crusade,” “a crusade to
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keep this Nation on the road to peace.”41 “Peace is what we want. Peace is what we
have maintained. Peace is a prerequisite for progress. Peace is a policy of our country.”42
“Real moves toward peace demand bold actions by leaders.”43 Carter sought to bring
such passion and boldness to the Middle East. He aimed to pursue Middle East peace
“aggressively” and “put his prestige on the line.”44 Carter pledged he would “never let the
fear of failure be an excuse for not trying.”45
Carter insisted that promoting peace in the Middle East, “the land of the Bible,”
was not a new vision, but an ancient one.46 It was a fulfillment of “the finest ideals based
on the Hebrew Scriptures,” including the pursuit of justice and righteousness.47 It was a
crucial part of “trying to find the ideal of Christ: peace on earth.”48 As the prophet Isaiah
foretold, Carter explained in his address to the Knesset (March 12, 1979)—the first ever
delivered by an American president before the Israeli parliament—that the Camp David
project and peace treaty were good-faith steps towards “pounding Middle East swords
into plowshares.”49 Upon his return to the United States, Carter praised Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat for “following the advice
of the Biblical proverb, ‘When a man’s way pleases the Lord, he maketh even his
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enemies to be at peace with Him.”50 In this, Carter said, “I believe that God has answered
our prayers.”51
Beyond Christian Zionism: Carter’s Religious Vision for Jews, Christians, and
Muslims
Jimmy Carter has confessed on many occasions that “the land of Israel has always
meant a great deal to me.” The reason for this is because since his youth he has “read of
the prophets and martyrs in the Bible.”52 He proclaimed, “The Jewish people are entitled
to one place on this earth where they can have their own state on soil given them by
God from time immemorial.”53 Further, he acknowledged, “Our nation’s overwhelming
support for Israel comes from among Christians like me who have been taught since I
was three years old to honor and protect God’s chosen people from among whom came
our own Christian savior, Jesus Christ.”54 As both candidate and president, he affirmed,
“The establishment of the nation of Israel is a fulfillment of Biblical prophecy and the
very essence of its fulfillment.”55
Describing his first visit (or pilgrimage) to Israel in 1973, Carter wrote about being
torn about how best to spend his limited time there: “I was torn between the pleasure of
visiting the Christian holy places I had longed to see since I was a child and the
knowledge that I should be preparing for a future career” and learning about the politics
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and political personalities of the country.56 After leaving, Carter said, “I was excited and
optimistic about the apparent commitment of the Israelis to establish a nation that would
be a homeland for the Jews, dedicated to the Judeo-Christian principles of peace and
justice, and determined to live in harmony with all their neighbors.”57
In his presidential memoirs, Keeping Faith, Carter explained that he came to
“realize that I spent more of my time working for possible solutions to the riddle of
Middle East peace than on any other international problem.”58 Bringing peace to Israel,
specifically, was a constant “on my agenda, and on my mind.”59 Before he mentioned
any other reason for supporting Israel and regional peace, such as the shared democratic
values between the United States and Israel or his admiration for their military courage
and prowess, Carter cited religious justifications for doing so.60
In my affinity for Israel, I shared the sentiment of most other Southern Baptists
that the holy places we revered should be preserved and made available for visits
by Christians, and that members of other faiths should have the same guaranteed
privileges concerning their sacred sites.
The Judeo-Christian ethic and study of the Bible were bonds between Jews and
Christians which had always been part of my life.
I also believed very deeply that the Jews who had survived the Holocaust
deserved
their own nation, and that they had a right to live in peace among their neighbors.
I considered this homeland for the Jews to be compatible with the teachings of the
Bible, hence ordained by God.
“These moral and religious beliefs,” Carter concluded, “made my commitment to the
security of Israel unshakable.”
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In The Blood of Abraham, an obviously religious title for his first book on the
Middle East, Jimmy Carter asserted, “For me there is no way to approach or enter Israel
without thinking first about the Bible and the history of the land and its people. The
names and images have long been an integral part of my life as a Christian.”61 In Living
Faith, he wrote, “The power of faith is a unifying bond between Christian and Jew and
between the heroes of ancient Israel and those of New Testament times.”62 In a 2006
interview with Riz Khan of Al Jazeera, he said, like many Americans, “Ever since I was 3
years old, I’ve always looked upon Israel as a people that was blessed by God through
his covenant by Abraham.”63 Though such remarks make him theological kin with many
evangelicals who view the Jewish people and their ties to the land of Israel similarly, it
would be inaccurate to characterize Carter as a typical Christian Zionist. Unlike many
pro-Israel evangelicals whose Zionism precludes virtually any positive divine recognition
of the Arab people and lands, Carter believes that the Arab people, too, have been
blessed by God, heirs to the promise through Abraham and his firstborn son Ishmael, “a
founder of the Arab nations in general.”64 Therefore, by Carter’s reckoning, Egypt, the
largest and most powerful Arab country at the time of his presidency, deserved peace
and to be at the center of the peace process.
In the Bible, Carter explained, Egypt was often a site of “biblical drama.”65 In his
chapter on Egypt in The Blood of Abraham, the first thing Carter noted was that Egypt is
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home to Mount Sinai, “where Moses received the Ten Commandments from God” and
where Sadat hoped to build a shrine as a “symbol of peace” for the three great religions
of Abraham: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.66
Of particular interest to Carter was the biblical role Egypt played as a refuge to the
heroes of the Bible. He observed that the Patriarch Abraham took refuge there, as did his
grandson Jacob, later renamed Israel.67 Even “the family of Jesus,” Carter observed, “was
forced to seek refuge from the vassal King Herod the Great, who had ordered all male
babies around Bethlehem to be killed.” The holy family “escaped into Egypt and stayed
there until the death of Herod.”68 Carter has also noted Egypt’s ties to historic Christianity.
Specifically, he mentioned that St. Catherine’s monastery, “the oldest continuously
occupied Christian monastery on earth,” is located on the Sinai and that the patron of the
old Coptic Church in Egypt is “Saint Mark.”69
In his 2002 Nobel lecture, Carter acknowledged the inspiring source of his Middle
East policy and why he sought peace and why he sought to include Arab Muslims as
equal partners in the process. For Carter, Christ was his inspirational model, because he
“taught us to cross religious boundaries” and “repeatedly reached out” to others.
The unchanging principles of life predate modern times. I worship Jesus Christ,
whom we Christians consider to be the Prince of Peace. As a Jew, he taught us
to cross religious boundaries, in service and in love. He repeatedly reached
out…I am convinced that Christians, Muslims, Buddhists, Hindus, Jews, and
others can embrace each other in a common effort to alleviate human suffering
and to espouse peace.70
Following the spirit of Christ’s example, Carter aimed to be a Christian mediator and
partner; he aimed to bring Jews and Muslims together.
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During his first meeting with Prime Minister Begin in July 1977, Carter noted the
words of Isaiah, “And the work of righteousness shall be peace, and the effects of
righteousness, quietness and assurance forever.”71 In November 1977, before the World
Jewish Congress, Carter said, “The Old Testament offers a vision” of what peace in the
region might entail. Quoting the Prophet Micah at length (1:1-5), Carter said,
But in the last days it shall come to pass, that the mountain of the house of the
Lord shall be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted
above the hills; and people shall flow into it.
And many nations shall come, and say, Come, and let us go up to the mountain
of the Lord, and to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of his
ways, and we will walk in his paths: and the law shall go forth from Zion, and
the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.
And he shall judge among many people, and rebuke strong nations afar off; and
they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks:
nation shall not lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more.
But they shall sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree; and none shall
make them afraid: for the mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it.
For all people will walk every one in the name of his god, but we will walk in
72
the name of the Lord our God for ever and ever.
This vision, Carter concluded, would be his guide and ought to be that of all, Christian,
Jew, and Muslim, who wish to see peace in the Middle East. In fact, he said, “it is our
duty to walk together toward the fulfillment of this majestic prophecy.”
Later that month, in an exchange with reporters as he left the First Baptist Church
in Washington, where he had offered a prayer for regional peace from the pulpit at the
very time President Sadat made his historic visit to Israel to address the Knesset, Carter
explained that his prayer echoed the will and hope of the world for peace, that Jewish
and Muslim peoples in the region were exhausted from war and violence, and that
71
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“Christ, our Savior, is the Prince of Peace.”73 He also noted that on this same day Prime
Minister Begin, “a very deeply religious man,” had “worshipped God in a Jewish temple,”
and President Sadat had “worshipped the same God in a Moslem mosque” and then
“worshipped the same God in a Christian holy place where Christ was buried.”74 One
reporter asked, “You see the hand of God moving in all this, don’t you?” This shared
faith in God, a faith that Christians, Jews, and Muslims all share, Carter characterized as
“an avenue of communication and common purpose” among the disputing parties.
Carter also mentioned to members of the press on this occasion that he had similar
discussions with Saudi Crown Prince Fahd. In Middle East discussions, a “common
religious bond,” he said, “provides a possible avenue for peace.”
During his visit with President Sadat in February 1978, Carter called his
involvement in the Middle East peace process a “sacred mission for peace.”75 He said that
he and the Egyptian President shared the same vision for the region. “This is the vision
that we share.”76 Describing the search for regional peace a “calling,” citing the Bible’s
authority and the Biblical honor of being a “son of God,” Carter proclaimed,
There is no nobler calling on this Earth than the seeking for peace. For it is
that reason which caused the Bible to say that peacemakers shall be called
the sons of God.
At the annual National Prayer Breakfast, in January 1979, looking back over the
events of the previous year, Carter cited that several of “most interesting news events of
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the year…had some religious connotation.”77 Among the events the President cited was
the signing of the Camp David Accords. Though conventionally the modern world is
considered to be “highly secular,” Carter explained that events like Camp David showed
that people were still motivated by faith. To begin their 13-day summit, which had been
intended to last three days but no more than seven, Carter said that he, Begin, and Sadat
prayed for peace and called upon the world to join in their “common prayer for peace.”
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance explained that President Carter was determined “at the
outset to put the summit on a high plane, reflecting the deep religious faith and humane
purposes of the three leaders.”78
In his memoirs, Carter reported that when he left for Camp David, “on Monday,
September 4…I went…with all my maps, briefing books, notes, summaries of past
negotiations, and my annotated Bible, which I predicted—accurately, as it turned out—
would be needed in my discussions with Prime Minister Begin.”79 After Camp David,
Brzezinski noted, Carter even envisioned that a final peace accord could be signed at “the
Monastery of St. Catherine in the middle of the Sinai,” the place traditionally believed to
be where Moses received the Ten Commandments from God.80
“In the Name of God”: Carter Comes Before the Arab Muslim World
Upon President Carter’s arrival in Cairo, Egypt, on March 8, 1979, he told Sadat
that he was “determined to persevere” in concluding the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty
because “our common dedication, our common determination is rooted in the soil of
common religious truth.” The President pointed to their shared belief in the one, true
God and in truth. Though the particular truths of their faith traditions may vary, Carter
77
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explained, the “underlying message is the same—it’s a message of love, of faith, and of
peace.” He asked his Egyptian partner to pray with him “in the words of the Christian
gospel,” for God “to guide our feet into the way of peace.”81
Two days later on March 10, in his address before the People’s Assembly of Egypt,
Carter began with the words, “I…come before you in the name of God” and “as a
partner” and “friend” of the Egyptian President. In this address, Carter cited the religious
texts of Muslims, Jews, and Christians, to remind all of their obligations to God and each
other to pursue the age-old hope for peace in the region. Again, Carter invoked images
from sacred texts. From the Quran, he used words to encourage Egyptians to reach out
to their old adversary Israel: “If thine adversary incline towards peace, do thou also
incline towards peace and trust in God, for he is the one that heareth and knoweth all
things.” From the Hebrew Scriptures, he cited the words, “Depart from evil and do good;
seek peace, and pursue it.” He then invoked the famous words of Jesus from his Sermon
on the Mount, “Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the children of
God.”82
Two weeks later (March 25), Carter, Begin, and Sadat issued a joint statement that
grounded the occasion in unmistakable religious terms. The statement read:
At the convening of the Camp David summit meeting we issued a
communication which stated in part—‘Conscious of the grave issues that
face us, we place our trust in the God of our fathers from whom we seek
wisdom and guidance. We request people of all faiths to pray with us that
peace and justice will result from these deliberations.’
Our trust in God was well-placed. On Monday, a treaty of peace will be
signed between Egypt and Israel within the framework of a comprehensive
peace settlement in the area. We are grateful to the people around the world
who joined us in prayer. We now ask people of all faiths to join again in a
80
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day of prayer and thanksgiving for what has been accomplished, and then ask
God to guide our nations in the days ahead as we continue to work for a
comprehensive, just and lasting peace. With God’s help, we and generations
to come will know peace between our peoples. To this end, we ask that
83
Monday, March 26, be a day of prayer around the world.
At the signing ceremony the following day, Carter concluded his remarks pointing
84

to his repeated vision for the region.

Quoting the Prophet Isaiah in full, Carter spoke

the ancient words: “Nations shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into
pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more.” He then said, as the prophet foretold, “So let us now lay aside war.” Carter
finished his remarks looking ahead to the wider political vision for the region.
Let us now reward all the children of Abraham who hunger for a
comprehensive peace in the Middle East. Let us now enjoy the adventure
of becoming fully human, fully neighbors, even brothers and sisters. We
pray God, we pray God together, that these dreams will come true. I believe
they will.
That night, at a dinner honoring Sadat and Begin, President Carter invoked the
biblical vision of regional peace and expressed his hope that indeed that vision was
coming to pass. “The peace that was born today has a meaning that comes down to us
through many years or generations, even centuries.”85 This vision, for Carter, has its
origins in Genesis, the Bible’s first book.
In ancient days, God promised Abraham that from his seed would come
many nations. And as you know, that promise has been fulfilled. Yet for
much too long, the people of Israel and the people of Egypt—two of the
nations of the children of Abraham, trusting in the same God, hoping for
the same peace—knew only enmity between them.
Hopeful that another promise of the Bible was in the process of being fulfilled during his
presidency, Carter said, “That time, thank God, is now at an end.”
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Citing “the vision of the psalmist,” Carter said, “Behold, how good and how
pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity.” “We share a vision of a time when
all the people of the Middle East may turn back their energies backs to the works of life,”
building families, watching their children grow, and living to old age, sustained by “the
depth of our common faith in a just and merciful God.”86
Quoting the book of Ecclesiastes, a book traditionally attributed to King Solomon,
son of David and ancient Israel’s third king, Carter said, “For every thing there is a
season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven.” And for Carter, the signing of
the peace treaty marked “a season of renewal” for the peoples of Egypt and Israel who
have had to endure too many centuries of persecution and dominance at the hands of
foreign powers.87
Together, in the words of Solomon, the peoples of Egypt and Israel experienced
“a time to die,” of the planted being plucked up, “a time to kill, a time of breaking down,
a time to mourn, a time of weeping, a time to lose, a time to hate, and a time for war.”
For both countries, “we pray that the season of weeping is past” and that they were
entering “ a time to heal, a time to plant, a time to build up, a time to laugh, a time to
dance, a time to embrace, a time to love.” “We pray to God,” Carter said, “that at last the
children of Abraham have come to a time of peace.”88
Religion, Carter’s Motivation for Peacemaking
Jimmy Carter may have prayed, but a comprehensive regional peace still has not
come. He laments the ongoing strife among “the People of the Book” in the Holy Land
and that the Scriptures remain “a source of more difference than agreement, inspiring
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more hatred than love, more war than peace.”89 In particular, he laments that his former
denomination, the Southern Baptist Convention, has been led since 1979 by intransigent
Christian Zionist ministers, who merely see Israel and the region through the lens of their
“eschatological, or final days, theology.”90
Nevertheless, Carter did help mediate a peace between Israel and Egypt,
something that eluded his predecessors. Furthermore, none of his successors have been
able to have a Camp David-like moment. Even critics concede Carter’s monumental
contribution at Camp David. One critic, for instance, who argued that Carter had
betrayed the philo-Semitic religious tradition of the United States because of some
comments he made in his controversial 2006 book, Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid, still
argued that after “nearly six decades of American mediation” there has been “only one
lasting [policy] success: the 1979 treaty between Egypt and Israel.” Interestingly, though
he mentioned by name the failures of presidents going back to Harry Truman, this Carter
critic failed to even mention the name of the president intimately involved in that lone,
lasting presidential success.91 Though the Camp David Accords between Israel and Egypt
led to more of a “cold peace” than a true peace based on collective trust and friendship
(which Carter concedes), Carter proudly and repeatedly states that after a quarter-century
“not a word of that treaty has been violated.”92
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While other considerations mattered, President Jimmy Carter fundamentally
believed that working for peace in the Middle East was not about good politics. Rather,
it was about doing good, doing what was pleasing to God, doing what was in accordance
with biblical principles, and doing what Christ had taught. Given the importance of the
Middle East, especially the Israeli-Arab dimension, this region would be important for any
American president. The risk of a region-wide war that could draw in the two
superpowers, the threat of greater Soviet influence, and Western dependence on Mideast
oil were all weighty matters for American presidents since Truman.93 “Peace in the
Middle East is of vital interest to us all,” Carter said.94 However, that is not the whole
story. For Carter, there was something more at stake than merely protecting U.S. interests
in the region.
Politically, Carter understood the stakes. He understood the high political risks
involved, and he ultimately paid a heavy price personally and politically.95 “The Middle
East dispute,” he said, “was the heaviest political burden.” “It was very time-consuming”
and involvement was commonly “frustrating and thankless.”96 He knew that failure could
further erode his prestige at home and abroad; he knew that it could hinder his other
foreign policy goals and weaken his standing among world leaders. He knew it would
be personally taxing, exhausting, and deeply emotional work. Given all this, one should
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not be surprised why future presidents after Carter did not make Middle East peace a
priority. They understood, as Carter’s press secretary Jody Powell put it, “that making
97

peace in the Middle East was a political loser.”

Despite the personal and political risks and costs, Carter pursued Middle East
peace anyway. As shown here, what sustained Carter in this pursuit of peace, what
contributed to his emotional endurance, what provided him a vision of the improbable,
what gave his a dogged sense of mission, was his religious faith. He was motivated by a
belief that as a Christian the pursuit of Middle East peace was obligatory for him, that it
was “in keeping with the teaching of Scripture.”
Though ignored by many and doubted by some, religion, Carter believed, can be
a constructive force for good in the world.98 It can build trust where only suspicion was
known; it can give hope to peoples that have known despair. Without religion, Carter
said, the Camp David accords would have been unthinkable; it was a crucial dimension
of his statecraft. If President Nixon was right that future presidents should emulate
Carter, a crucial part of his example appears to be that American presidents would be
advised to examine and explore the peacemaking, peacebuilding potential found within
their own personal religious faith traditions and the collective Abrahamic traditions of
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam as Jimmy Carter had done.
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